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Handouts:
• Bring page 1 of LibGuide with URL circled in red.
• DigitalCommons@URI ﬂyer
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OA not just free to read.
Free to re-use, e.g.
• Assigned readings
• ExcerpKng
• CitaKon mining
• Text and data mining
• IncorporaKng into a database
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The goal of Open Access and the URI Open Access Policy is to increase the readership
and impact of scholarship at URI.
OA not only beneﬁts readers, it beneﬁts authors because of the well-documented
citaKon advantage.
OA accelerates the pace of research by facilitaKng conversaKons around topics of
importance and the sharing of informaKon.
This is why many research funders (including, soon, all US government agencies with
research budgets over $100M) require that publicaKons resulKng from research they
fund by made available OA.
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There are two commonly-recognized “roads” to Open Access: the Green Road and
the Gold Road.
[[use contents of slide to summarize each]]
The Green and Gold Roads are complementary, and both are important to the
transformaKon of scholarly communicaKon.
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The URI Open Access Policy relies on the “Green” OA strategy.
Again, in the “Green OA” model, faculty publish in whatever journal they want (the
best journal possible)
And then they archive a version of their arKcle in the DigitalCommons@URI
repository.
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A potenKal problem with this strategy is copyright.
Authors iniKally own the copyright in their arKcles, but most journals require authors
to transfer their copyright to the journal publisher.
Aaer they do this, authors can no longer make use of their own work without the
publisher’s permission, including posKng a version of their arKcle in a repository.
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The URI Open Access Policy is a soluKon to the copyright problem.
Passed by the Faculty Senate in March (2013) and approved by President Dooley in
May (2013), the policy is now in eﬀect.
Pioneered by Harvard in 2008 and since then over 40 similar policies have since been
passed at other insKtuKons.
These insKtuKons include (hgp://cyber.law.harvard.edu/hoap/AddiKonal_resources):
• MIT
• University of Kansas
• Duke
• University of Hawaii-Manoa
• Emory University
• Princeton
• Utah State
• University of California, San Francisco
• UMass Medical School
• Rutgers
• And, this past August (2013), the enKre University of California system!
Heart of the policy reads: [[read text]]
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So what does the URI Open Access Policy do in plain English?
First, note that the policy applies only to scholarly ar.cles. It does not apply to other
types of works such as book chapters, creaKve works, soaware, etc.
Second, understand that URI authors have NOT transferred the copyright in their
arKcles to URI. They have simply given URI permission to make certain uses of their
work.
“Non-exclusive” means that the permissions authors give to URI do not prevent them
from giving permissions to others, thus…
Authors are sKll free to transfer their copyrights to journal publishers if they want to.
However, if they do, URI retains the nonexclusive right to distribute our arKcles in
DigitalCommons@URI and to exercise other rights in copyright because the transfer
of copyright to the publisher MUST honor the prior non-exclusive license to URI.
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Key idea here: The policy actually allows URI authors to RETAIN THEIR RIGHTS in
their ar.cles, because the university grants those rights back to them.
Also, note that URI’s license allows author to retain rights required to conform with
NIH Public Access Policy and other policies that will be forthcoming from federal
funding agencies in accordance with OSTP direcKve of February 2013.
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A key component of the policy is a no-quesKons-asked waiver that allows any faculty
member to opt out of the open access requirement for a parKcular arKcle for any
reason at all.
This preserves the academic freedom to publish in any journal, even in a journal that
will not cooperate with the policy (though this is rare).
The waiver provision allows us to change the default for URI faculty arKcles to Open
Access while remaining non-coercive.
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JULIA’S PART STARTS HERE
We’ve created a LibGuide that has all the informaKon you might need to know about
the Open Access Policy and how to comply. We will be sending this link out to all
faculty, as well as contacKng authors individually
The basic procedure: First Kme faculty submit, do an AAF. Then email their author
manuscript to oapolicy@etal.uri.edu.
As Deans, please remind faculty to send us their arKcles for deposit.
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WHAT WILL BE DONE WITH THE ARTICLES
Go to: hgp://digitalcommons.uri.edu/ and show departmental series.
Once we’ve received an Assistance AuthorizaKon form and the author’s manuscript,
We will upload the arKcle to the DigitalCommons@URI repository.
All arKcles placed in departmental series.
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Here is an example of an arKcle (by Prof. Corey Lang from ENRE) posted in
DigitalCommons@URI under the OA Policy.
The DigitalCommons record will include:
• A full citaKon to the ﬁnal published version of record
• A hyperlink to the arKcle at the publisher’s site, when it becomes available.
It is helpful to think of the version of the arKcle in DigitalCommons NOT as a
subsKtute for the ﬁnal publisher version, but as an adverKsement for it.
People can read an arKcle in DigitalCommons@URI and if it is what they are looking
for, and they want to cite the version of record, they will be able to link to the
publisher site.
Keep in mind that many who read the DigitalCommons@URI version will have NO
access to the publisher version and would not otherwise be able to read the arKcle at
all.
Note too, that DigitalCommons sends the author monthly staKsKcs on the number of
Kmes each arKcle has been downloaded and what search terms were used to ﬁnd it.
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HOW CAN ARTICLES BE USED? Show Terms of Use at hgp://digitalcommons.uri.edu/
oa_policy_terms.html.
OA Policy arKcles in DigitalCommons@URI must comply with Terms of Use which we
adapted from Harvard’s.
ArKcles can be used, reproduced, distributed, and displayed for:
• Personal study
• Teaching
• Research and scholarship
• Provision of value-added services (e.g. full-text searching and citaKon extracKon)
ArKcles may NOT be
• Sold or displayed on any page on which adverKsing appears.
It is REQUIRED that
• ArKcle’s authors, Ktle, reference to the Terms of Use, and any copyright noKces
remain with the arKcle
• A citaKon and link to the publisher’s version of record be included.
DerivaKve works such as translaKons, adaptaKons, and compilaKons are prohibited.
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Authors will get email about how many downloads; they can also log into the “Author
Dashboard” to see lots more details about usage.
This can be used to support promoKon and tenure bids and to show evidence of
work’s impact for grant proposals.
(Part of move toward arKcle-level metrics and altmetrics)
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Also can be easily integrated into Selected Works Pages (show example).
These pages can be managed by faculty themselves
Has long-term backing of university and URI branding, as opposed to commercial
sites like ResearchGate and Academia.edu
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